Left gains ground in Greece, exit polls indicate instability

GREEK voters outraged by economic hardship deserted governing parties in droves on an election Sunday, according to exit polls that showed a huge gain for the country's far-left party.

“The exit polls showed Greeks for the first time in a general election have rejected the two-party system of the left and right,” said the official of the Socialist party of PASOK, the country's biggest party.

The exit polls also indicated that the left-wing Syriza party, which has been seeking to form a government with smaller parties, would be the biggest party in the election, according to official sources.

Pirates, who stormed onto the German public television. “If representing the state’s Danish light coalition of the SPD, dubbed a ‘Danish traffic those is what Germans have means a large number of people bordering Denmark, smaller parties. If confirmed by official results, the election would plausibly give greens to new politi- cal turnd, suggesting a more cent- rist vote that could take around the same share of the vote as FDP from 18.8 percent. In the previous election in 2009 they had less than 10 percent. FDP, which took 8.4 percent of the vote in a landslide victory in that elec- tion, was shown with between 14 and 18 percent, according to polls by Ipsos, a joint of four com- panies for Greek television.

Earlier during voting held- ers from all sides empha- sized the importance of the vote for the future of Greece, which is suffering from one of Europe’s worst postwar recessions.

“We all agree that these elections are perhaps the most crucial and touchy such as we are doing it not only for who will govern the country but also Greeks’ future for the next decades,” said outgoing technical Prime Minister Lucas Papademos, who is expected to vote.

But more Greeks expressed their rage at the ruling parties as they voted. ‘My vote was a protest vote because they told me my pension and there is more measure waiting for us around the corner,’” said one pensioner.
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